A good equation
The ancient system of Vedic Math is an approach to mathematics
that allows one to perform calculations mentally with great accuracy,
simplicity, and speed.
Based on 16 Sutras or Word Formulas, the Vedic Math System,
adopted by schools in London and India with much success, is now
made available to children in Malaysia through the Math Monkey
programme.
Founded in the US, Math Monkey is a math enhancement
programme with a curriculum that uses game-based approach to
teach the Vedic Mental Math system and to give children a whole new
way to learn and “experience” Mathematics.
Taught in a challenging and fun environment, it encourages children
to question, organize, interpret, develop insight, analyze, synthesize
and self evaluate their math prowess. Ultimately, it gives children an
advantage in mathematics and logic that will help them excel in the
classroom and beyond.
Acknowledging the importance of maths in a competitive global
society, Kirsten Fisch, the Founder of Math Monkey defines the Math
Monkey family as “a group of educators, business professionals and,
most importantly, parents who are on a mission to help forge the
children of today into leaders of tomorrow”.
The first Math Monkey Knowledge Centre in Asia opened in Penang
in March. It received very good response from parents, who were
amazed with the fast and unique methods that were demonstrated to
them. And children enjoyed themselves in free trial classes while
learning various interesting ways to solve a math questions.
Mathematics becomes a human activity at Math Monkey Knowledge
Centres. The second Math Monkey Knowledge Centre is opening
soon in Petaling Jaya, with trial classes scheduled to commence in
May. For enquiries, parents may call 012 – 391 0000.
Please call Math Monkey at 04 – 227 9309 / 04 – 228 1416 / 016 –
409 4039 for more information on the Math Monkey Programme.
With a theme entitled “Monkey Business is Smart Business” , Math
Monkey Malaysia is now open to individuals passionate in educating
children to set up knowledge centres at their preferred location.
To discuss a License Opportunity, call 04 – 228 1416 or e-mail them
at fhkhaye@gmail.com.

Bright students: Taught in a challenging and fun environment, the Math Monkey
Programme encourages children to question, organize, interpret, develop insight, analyse
and self-evaluate their math prowess.

